
Everest 29TM 
 Patented key systems  

Overview
The essential building blocks of a well protected Schlage® key 
system begins with Everest 29 keyways. These keyway families 
offer the greatest levels of versatility as part of a layered security 
plan and the greatest compatibility to existing Schlage and 
competitive locksets. 

Best practices: Everest 29
Everest 29 is designed with both new construction and retrofit in 
mind. For new construction, you have the opportunity to define a 
full spectrum of layered security utilizing Everest 29, and Everest 
29 Primus XP with and without the UL 437 option. For retrofit 
applications, Everest 29 is made to be integrated into many 
existing systems.

 § Available formats: Conventional and FSIC (S and T families); 
Conventional SL, FSIC SL, and SFIC (R family)

 § Compatible to legacy Everest keyways

 § Cylinder formats available to fit an extensive list of 
competitor’s locks

 § Multiple key sections
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Patent protection until 2029
thanks to a new undercut design 
that provides patent protection 
for Everest 29 keys until 2029.

Everest 29 through-cut technology
utilizes a unique process to create the 
patented Everest 29 undercut design.

Distinctive bow
a larger, rounded key bow 
creates quick visual 
differentiation between 
Everest and Everest 29.

Proven strength
shear-strength tested to 
perform with the same 
toughness and reliability the 
Everest family is known for.

Schlage holds the key to high security
In settings like schools, hospitals and universities, key systems are the foundation of a comprehensive, 
multi-level security management system. Everest 29TM delivers a higher level of security because it cannot 
be duplicated without authorization. Its distinctive design is based on creating a key like no other.

Backward compatibility makes it simple  
to migrate your key system to Everest 29
Everest 29 keyway families are each backward compatible to specific Everest B, C and D keyway families 
making migration of an existing key system less complex. You can selectively upgrade cylinders in your 
facility to regain patent protection. In both Everest and Everest 29 cylinders, Primus XP cylinder upgrades 
can be applied where security is most critical.

Legacy 
Everest1

Patent protected 
Everest 29

 § Conventional SL,  
FSIC SL, and SFIC 

 § Restricted keyway
 § Letter of authorization 

required

 § Conventional and FSIC
 § Open keyway
 § Duplication through 

authorized dealers only

 § Conventional and FSIC
 § Restricted keyway
 § Letter of authorization 

required

1 Legacy Everest keyways are still available to order

2 Everest 29 S123 is the default for Schlage commercial locks.  

Everest 29 S145 is the default keyway for new master key systems.
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